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JUNE EVENING MEETING 
7:00 pm. Thursday. June 25. 1992 

Beecher Room of the Auburn-Placer County Library 
350 Nevada Street. Auburn 

Doors will open at 6:15 pm for the Early-Bird session for newcomers and those who need 
assistance on a research problem. 

PROGRAM  
CALIFORNIA STATE ARCHIVES 

Joe Sainora. California State Archivist, will present us with an update of the 
Archives and the new location in Roseville. The primary areas available for examination by 
this facility are the California State Census. Military. Education. Prison. Court and 
County Records. and many more. 	Bring your questions and learn more about our State 
Archives. 

RAFFLE PRIZES: 	Kay Kirkharrr's three books in one: LAND RECORDS OF AMERICA. MILITARY 
RECORDS OF AMERICA. AND CENSUS RECORDS OF AMERICA.  

Consolation prize: The booklet UNUSUAL RECORD SOURCES  by Everton Publishers. 

SUMMER SCHEDULE  
THERE WILL BE NO DAY STUDY GROUP MEETINGS  IN JULY AND AUGUST 

ALSO 
THERE WILL BE NO NEWSLETTERS IN JULY AND AUGUST 

THURSDAY. JULY 23. 7:00 pm. EVENING MEETING  
PROGRAM: Panel discussion on a review of Computer Genealogy Software 

THURSDAY. AUGUST 27. 7:00 pm. EVENING MEETING  
PROGRAM: Helen Lucas, formerly a news writer and now an instructor at the American River 

College, will be the speaker. 

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 1. 10:00 am. MORNING STUDY GROUP  
Come join the group for an open discussion and get back on track 

after the summer vacation. 

PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS WITH THESE CHANGES  
THE NEXT NEWSLETTER WILL BE MAILED IN SEPTEMBER 

NEW ZIP CODES FOR AUBURN  
According to a recent notice in the Auburn Journal, the Postal Service has 

established a new ZIP Code in Auburn - 95602 - that goes into effect July 1. The 95602 
delivery area consists of all territory north of Mt. Vernon Road, Jaeger Road. Bell Road 
and Interstate 80 from Bell Road to Clipper Gap Road currently zoned 95603. 

To ensure that PCGS has your correct Zip code, PLEASE send one of the postage-free 
change of address cards available at any Auburn Post Office to PCCS. so  your record will 
e brought up-to-date. This will also ensure a timely and correct delivery of the monthly 
newsletter. 

If you wish. show your new Zip Code when you sign in at the next evening meeting. 
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President: Missy Wilson 
Vice Pres: Barbara Leak 
Library: 	Dorothy Thansson 
Research: Aubrey Johnston 
Sales: 	Mary Neifing 
Membership: Frances Wilson 

OFFICERS AND CHAIRPERSONS 
889-0915 
652-7554 
823-9489 
823-2048 
823-7166 

-0224 

Secretary: Marilyn Larson 	268-1091 
Treasurer: Paula Ewing 	645-3506 
Historian: Jean Shenk 	 823-7370 
Publicity: Annabelle Chandler 	878-8665 
Microfilm Rentals: Louise Pilger 823-1581 

ADDITIONS AND CHANGES TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST 
WELCOME! We cordially greet the following new member and wish her every success in all her 
genealogical efforts. 

*354 Barbara Jean Davis 	10246 Daniels Way 	Grass Valley 	CA 95949 273-4785 
ADDRESS CORRECTION: 
*305 Yvonne Charles 	 16797 Oscar Dr. 	Grass Valley 	CA 95945 

NEW PUBLICATIONS  
Placer County Genealogical Society announces three new publications: 

SHELF LIST OF GENEALOGICAL MATERIALS IN THE AUBURN-PLACER COUNTY LIBRARY indexes 650 
titles of books, microfilms, microfiche, newspapers, and binder collections housed at the 
Auburn-Placer County Library. More than just a shelf-list, this publication includes four 
separate lists that catalog the holdings by locality, title, author, and call number. The 
price of the Shelf List is $4.00. 

The 1992 SURNAME DIRECTORY indexes almost 3000 names from the Societys surname card 
file which has been maintained at the Library for ten years. The Directory consists of 
three sections. The Surname List gives the full name of the ancestor, event, date and 
place of event, name of spouse, and ID number of the submitter. 	A Spouse Index 
cross-references the names of spouses found in the Surname List. The Submitter List 
provides the name and address of submitters listed by ID number. 	The 1992 Surname 
Directory is available for $3.00. 

For ten years. the Placer County Genealogical Society has been teaching the 
fundamentals of genealogy at an annual, free, public. How to Begin' seminar. What began 
as a compilation of seminar handouts, evolved into a beginner's handbook. Now available 
is the completely revised and expanded 1992 edition of TRACING YOUR FAMILY TREE: HOW TO  
BEGIN. This book contains over sixty pages of practical research tips and 'how to advice 
on using genealogical forms, numbering and filing systems, sources for original research. 
researching by mail, and using the Auburn Family History Center and the Auburn-Placer 
County Library. 	Also included are lists of other genealogical societies and research 
facilities in Placer and surrounding counties. TRACING YOUR FAMILY TREE: HOW TO BEGIN is 
available for $5.00. (The 1992 "How to Begin' seminar is schedued for September 26.) 

All three publications may be obtained at the meetings, or ordered from Placer County 
Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 7385, Auburn, CA 95604. Please add postage of $2.50 per 
volume (First Class), or $1.50 per volume (Book Rate). 

SEMINARS. ETC.  
GRASS ROOTS GENEALOGICAL GROUP: Meets every Wednesday 9:30 am to 11:00 am in the Senior 
Citizens Bldg. of the Nevada Co. Fairgrounds in Grass Valley. For more information, call 
Marguerite McCurry, 432-1870 

MISSION  OAKS SEMINAR: Jimmy B. Parker, Supervisor of Accreditation and Correspondence 4.o,- 
the 

or
the Family History Library in Salt Lake City, will be the featured speaker at the 
Mid-Sumer Seminar sponsored by the Mission Oaks Genealogy Club. Saturday. 25 July 1992. 
8:30am to 4:30pm to be held at the Mission Oaks Community Center, 4701 Gibbons Dr., 
Carmichael. His topic will be "Heritage Quest - Those Elusive Ancestors." 	See flyer on 
PCGS Bulletin Board in Library for details. 

PLACER COUNTY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY "HOW TO BEGIN" SEMINAR: Mark your calendars for 
Saturday, September 26. to be held in the Beecher Room of the Auburn-Placer County 
Library. 
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OFF-THE-SHELF by Dorothy Thomsson 

NEW: ANCESTRY'S REDBOOK.  revised edition. Edited by Alice Eicholz. Maps by William 
tiollarhide. 1992. Ancestry. Inc. 

A guide to the most useful resources in each of the fifty states and the District of 
Columbia. Each states chapter has a brief historical discussion with important dates of 
settlement patterns. etc. The "How to Use This Book" chapter discusses important sources 
later detailed for each state: 	vital records. censuses (federal and state). land. 
probate, court. tax. military, church records; periodicals and newspapers, manuscripts, 
and archives. Be sure to read this first as it is a "mini-course" and an excellent review 
of these subjects. 

Suggestion: Use this book with THE HANDY BOOK FOR GENEALOGISTS.  which is not as 
detailed in the above subjects, but does have a more complete listing of each states 
genealogical and historical societies - important for contacting certain areas. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE 4TH EDITION OF GENEALOGICAL BOOKS IN PRINT,  edited by Netti 
Schreiner-Yantis. 1990. 	(N.B. - the 3-volume. 4th Edition, 1985. is already on the 
shelf). 	This catalog of books in print, both new and reprints, is a good source for 
titles. 	If you can't find the title you want to send for in the FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY 
CATALOG  or the SUTRO LIBRARY SHELF-LISTS  (both in our fiche file), books in this catalog 
may be purchased. Each edition has four sections: Names and Adddresses of the Vendors 
(and prices), General Reference Books, Research Sources by Locality (entire state first. 
then counties), and Family Genealogies (indexed by surname and also allied lines), 
Consult this source as you would other bibliographies such as Geneaioies in the Library  
at Conaress.  

RHINELAND EMIGRANTS. LISTS OF GERMAN EMIGRANTS IN COLONIAL AMERICA,  edited by Don 
Yoder. 1981. Genealogical Publishing Co.. Inc. This book consists of 24 selected articles 
originally published in PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE.  Most deal with emigrants of the Palatinate 
in West Germany: Baden, Wurttemberg. Siegerland. Alsace. Baden-Durlach. and Switzerland 
(p. xi of "Introduction"). 	Although the lists are not alphabetical. there is an index. 
The main value is that not only is an emigrant named. but where he/she is from and where 
they landed. - with dates. associated travelers, often the ships name and even some 
pictures of homes. churches. etc. Sources are cited. 

SEARCH FOR THE PASSENGERS OF THE MARY & JOHN, 1630.  Volumes 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. and 9. 
Published by Mary and John Clearing House. Started about 1980 by Burton W. Spear. Volume 
10 (previously purchased and on our library shelf) is the master index to Volumes 4 
through 9. 

Basically, these books are the result of an intense and on-going study by a number of 
people to identify as many planters' as possible who came to New England from the West 
Country of England (Dorset. Somerset. Devon. and Cornwall) during the Great Migration of 
1630-1643. Those who stayed left millions of descendants. There is a brief introduction 
in each book and an explanation of the numbering system of the lines of descent. When 
founa. four generations are listed. 	Also. searches in various stages of discovery are 
described. 	In succeeding volumes more information and more names will be printed. 	(See 
article: "The West Country Project: The Mary and John and Beyond. 1620-43' in Ancestry 
Newsletter Vol. IX. No. 6. Nov-Dec. 1991. or copy of same with other information. 	(This 
project in a pamphlet folder (green spine) in pamphlet-box on work table in the Library.) 

JUST RECEIVED:  Update to the AGLL CATALOG.  Jan. 1992. on eight fiche in fiche file. 
VOL. 1 - FEDERAL CENSUS  includes 1920 Federal Census and Soundex listings. 	VOL. 2  - 
MILITARY RECORDS & SHIP PASSENGER LISTS  include new film on Service Records of Confederate 
Soldiers from Florida and Connecticut. and Passenoer Lists of Vessels Arriving at Boston 
89i-1943. VOL. 3 - LOCALITY. SURNAME, ETHNIC AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS  include new film 
and fiche on county records for Arkansas. Mississippi. Louisiana. Alabama and Georgia: 
some Kansas State censuses. 1865. 1885-1925 (not yet a complete set). 

(Continued on page 4) 
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OFF-THE--SHELF by Dorothy Thcmsson (continued from pacie 3):  
New in the SPECIAL COLLECTIONS are new listings for existing films in the Hale 

Collection, which is a more detailed and accurate listing of the compilation of newspaper 
notices and cemetery inscriptions. 	The Hale Collection is a compilation of Connecticut 

vital records. 
NEW YORK! NEW YORK! At last the Family History Library RESEARCH OUTLINE for NEW YORK 

is here and in Binder #23. 	This completes the Outlines for the entire United States. 
Also new: RESEARCH OUTLINE for NORWAY in Binder *21. And, the latest ENGLISH RESEARCHER,  
May 1992 in Binder *25, English Resources. 

NEW AT THE FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY 

DRAFT REGISTRATION CARDS: Registration cards exist for about 24.2 million men who 
registered for the World War I draft. 	There were three draft registrations which 
eventually included all men (whether native born or alien) between the ages of 18 and 45. 
Not all of the men who registered actually served in the military; not all men who served 
in the military registered for the draft. These cards are not military service records. 
They have no information about a person's military service. 

This significant new microfilm collection is a set of 24 million cards which include 
the following information: 	Full name; full date and place of birth; race. citizenship, 
and occupation; personal description and signature. 
The draft cards are arranged by state; then county or city (except for Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island which are arranged by divisions and counties); then 
alphabetically by the names of registrants. 

The states Alabama through North Carolina are currently available at the FHL. 	The 
rest will be available when they have been cataloged. To find microfilm numbers, search 
the locality section of the FHLC under UNITED STATES - MILITARY RECORDS - WORLD WAR. 
1914-1918. 

RELATED WORLD WAR I RECORDS: Some World War I service and burial records are available 
from the FHL. Look in the locality section of the catalog under the (STATE) - MILITARY 
RECORDS. Official World War I military service records can also be requested by next of 
kin and others with stated needs. Make requests to: National Personnel Records Center. 
9700 Page Blvd.. St. Louis. MO 63132-5100. 

1920 UNITED STATES CENSUS: The Auburn Family History Center have the film numbers for the 
1920 Soundex for five states which are now available for loan: New York. Illinois. Utah. 
Ohio. and Pennsylvania. 	New arrivals will be announced in next newsletter. All 10.661 
microfilms of the 1920 census will be available as the processing for each state is 
completed. 	The census microfilms may also be rented from the National Archives Rental 
Program. P.O. Box 30. Annapolis Junction, MD 20701-0030. 

ARE YOU RELATED TO CHARLEMAGNE? The answer to the question is emphatically. "Yes!" You 
are related to Charlemagne. 	In fact. if as few as one of your ancestors within the last 
20 generations came from Europe. you are almost certainly descended from Charlemagne. 
Consider.. .Charlemagne became emperor in 800 A.D. or about 45 generations ago. 	In 800 
A.D. there were about 50 million people in Europe and about 300 million in the entire 
world. 

Now. you have two parents. four grandparents. eight great-grandparents, etc.. ..so 45 
generations ago you had about 35 trillion ancestors. 	This is a hundred thousand times 
more people than were in the entire world, so you had to be related to the ones that were 
alive then. 	Actually, you are related to a lot of those people in more than one way. 
According to the figures. you would be related to each person alive in 800 A.D. in about 
100.000 ways. Even if only one of your ancestors came from Europe some twenty generations 
ago the probability that you are related to Charlemagne becomes a virtual certainty. Now. 
considering the 100,000 or more ways that you are relatea to Charlemagne. it shouldn't be 
hard to trace at least one line back, now should it? (Written by Doug Walker and printed 
n the Augusta Gen. Soc. Otly. August. GA) 
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INTERESTING TIDBITS 

"BLACK DUTCH" is a term used to refer to Shephardic Jews who married Dutch 
Protestants to escape the Inquisition. Shephardic Jews lived in Spain during the middle 
ages. 	The "black" refers to the black hair and dark complexion, due to the Spanish 
heritage. (Warren Co. IA Gen. Soc. News via Nuggets from Paradise Gen. Soc.) 

* ** * * 
James Macie was born in France in 1765. His parents were not married and his father. 

a member of the British nobility, did not recognize James as his son in spite of his 
mothers efforts to obtain the recognition he deserved. He became a naturalized British 
subject but all other rights of a British citizen, including the use of his true family 
name. were denied him. In spite of all this he graduated from college, became a wealthy 
and brilliant scientist, harboring resentment against the British government. 	He never 
married, died in 1829, and left his great wealth to the United States. a place he had 
never been. 

His gift to the U.S. was very specific: James Macie wanted, and received, the 
recognition of his fathers name the British had denied him. His money was to be used to 
create an institution that is today one of the world's largest storehouses of knowledge 
and historical materials. 	The Smithsonian Institution, in Washington. D.C., recognizes 
his rightful family name. Smithson. ("Last Names First" by Mary Price and Richard S. Lee) 

The Family History Library, 35 North West Temple. Salt Lake City. UT 84150 has begun 
publishing a new series of genealogical word lists: Dutch. Swedish. Norwegian. German. 
Latin. Spanish. French and Portuguese. Each list is free for a SASE. 

An amateur genealogist is defined by some as a strange bird. He delights in shaking 
the family tree to see what falls out. He is a searcher. sorter, classifier and recorder. 
His song is a wild shriek whenever he discovers a tidbit. His nest is a clutter of books. 
maps, periodicals, family group sheets. ancestor charts, clippings, letters and notes. 
His family is often neglected when he gets hold of a hot chestnut. 	He is sometimes 
fulfilled, often frustrated, but always hopeful. This he is. more often than not. a SHE! 
(Solano Co. Gen. Soc. Newsletter) 

Root Cellar-Sacramento Genealogical Society has completed an every name-index for 
Sacramento Co.. CA for 1870 and 1880. 	If you had a relative who came to California 
looking for gold, he may have settled in Sacramento Co. 	Some people never reached the 
golbfields, and many who did. left to settle elsewhere. 	These Census records reflect a 
population of families from all over the United States and foreign countries. This book 
may be obtained from Root Cellar. SGS, P.O. Box 265. Citrus Heights. CA 95611. Prices are 
$30 for hardbound. $20 for softbound, plus $3 per postage and handling. CA residents add 
7 3/4% sales tax. 

When researching women in Scotland, look for their maiden names on all legal 
transactions, including death records. 	Their names at birth remained their legal name 
throughout their lives. (Green Co.. AR Gen 8. Hist Soc.) 

Irish ancestors living in Dublin. Meath. Louth and Kildare counties in 1465 were 
forced to take English surnames. (Stanislaus Gen. Soc.) 

For some reason, photocopy toner likes to stick to plastic, including the plastic 
inside covers of three-ring binders. 	So. if you are compiling family notebooks, use a 
blank front sheet to try to avoid this sticky problem. 

"Mr. Hamlet Clowne II was the operator of a ferriferous, mono-controlled excavator in 
a public works project to provide permanent housing for the worthy citizens of the 
community."  

QUESTION: What was his occupation? 
ANSWER: 	He was a gravedigger. (Act V. Scene 1 of Hamlet. Prince of Denmark.) 
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PLAYING DETECTIVE: The July/August 1991 issue of the Heritage Quest Magazine. page 7, has 
an excellent article on how to find missing individuals. Although these methods are used 
by the police and private investigators to track down criminals, there is no reason why 
the genealogist cannot use this same course of action. 	Did you know that change of 
address records going back 18 months are on file? You can obtain a new address for a $1 
search. 

Ms Martin states that you can obtain a persons current address from your 
full-service Division of Motor Vehicles for $2. 	This Division is located in the state 
capitol. You must provide a full name and last known address, or a full name and date of 
birth. The author provides more information and addresses to write when you are "playing 
detective" and need help finding that illusive person. Look for the Heritage Quests on 
the Genealogy table in the Reference Department of the Auburn-Placer Co. Library. 

PRESERVING YOUR GENEALOGICAL RECORDS: If you have access to a personal computer. you can 
help build the FHC Ancestral File rapidly and accurately by submitting your GEDCOM data on 
a floppy diskette (using Personal Ancestral File or other software certified for Ancestral 
File). 	Send a copy of your diskette to the Family History Department, Ancestral File 
Operations Unit, 50 East North Temple Street, Salt Lake City. Utah 84150 (telephone 
801-240-4874. For more information see the handout "Contributing Information to Ancestral 
File." available at the FHL or any Family History Center. 

Genealogy research is a great exercise in patience. It requires you to have a built 
in drive that keeps you going, even when it seems there is no possible hope of ever 
finding your "missing link." 	And long after everyone has written you off as a 
full-fledged genealogy fanatic. you finally make the 
obscure discovery that makes it all worth while! (Genealogy Digest) 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!  

PLACER COUNTY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
P.O. BCD( 7385 	AUBURN, CA 95604 

GENEALOGICAL 
SOCIETY 


